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THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW
1. This template and its guide are to aid you in gathering and �lling out the metadata necessary for uploading your

book to distribution platforms. The information has been compiled mainly to help authors with setting up
their books on IngramSpark and/or KDP Select, but will also be helpful when uploading to other
print-on-demand (POD) and distribution sites such as Barnes & Noble Press and Clays distribution for indie
and small presses. (The latter will provide their own template and form with the exact information they
require.)

2. The information presented below is complete and accurate as of the date this document was created, but with
the changing demand and requirements of the publishing industry, it is possible for new details not included
here to become necessary. In such instances, the hope is that this template will still be helpful for the majority of
the necessary information.

3. Please respect the hard work of the author by not recreating or selling this work as it has been created to aid and
not for pro�t.

4. More templates can be accessed by subscribing to The Silver Quill Writing Guild tier on the author’s patreon.
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WHAT IS YOUR BOOK’S METADATA?
This is a set of data that describes and gives information about your book. It is the information that appears on your
book’s detail page when uploaded to the distributor’s website. Put simply, it is all a buyer needs to know about your
book. Some distributors require more information than others, but in this guide, I have included the basic information
needed across most.

WHY IS METADATA IMPORTANT?
A cover can only do so much. Without the right information, your book is unlikely to reach its target audience. This can
have a devastating e�ect on its success. In the days of brick-and-mortar stores' prevalence, a reader could simply walk in,
pick up a book they were attracted to, and read the blurb on the back to know what it was about. They could �ip
through and scan the �rst few pages or sit down to read a bit of it (like the samples o�ered in some ebooks today) and
then decide whether or not to purchase it.

At the dawn of the age of the digital store, readers only got to see the front cover image, so all the other info the reader
would have got from walking into a bookstore (e.g. the category, blurb, price, format, page count, etc) had to be added
to the digital book’s page.

With the rise of indie publishing and as digital book retail advanced, more and more data became necessary for readers to
�nd the books they were looking for, hence the list of information needed for book distribution uploads. It is not always
the case that the information requested is required, and most platforms will indicate which you must �ll in, but it has
been found that the more – both accurate and detailed – information included, the better chance a book has at landing
with its ideal reader.

As this guide deals mainly with metadata necessary for uploading to KDP Select and IngramSpark (which both have
their own o�cial upload guides and requirements documents), it is only bene�cial to look at the basic similarities and
di�erences between uploading to and distributing with both platforms.

INGRAMSPARK KDP SELECT

Free account creation Yes Yes

Upload fee Yes
There is a fee to upload book files
(though the platform often offers

discount and free upload codes) and a
fee for every file revision upload.

No
Initial and revision uploads free.

Distribution to bookstores and
libraries

Global Connect
(bookstores, libraries, and major
retailers across most continents)

Amazon
(Amazon & wider distribution

through ingram, mother company of
IngramSpark)
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Book formats eBook (epub upload only)
Paperback (perfect binding) - Duplex

cover print available.
Hardcover/Case laminate (Dust

Jacket available)
Cloth style binding

eBook (PDF, EPUB, docs upload)
Paperback (perfect binding) - Regular

cover print
Hardcover/Case laminate (At the

moment, still in the beta stages so no
dust jacket available)

Audiobooks (via ACX)

Cover Finish Gloss
Matte

Textured

Gloss
Matte

Print-On-Demand Yes Yes

Proof copies No - electronic proofs only
(However, you can set the book up to
print for personal use only, though

you’ll need to pay the upload fee. Once
the book is ready, you can order copies
to make sure everything works right,

and then enable distribution once
you’re happy with your product)

Yes
(They come with a NOT FOR

RESALE banner across the cover)

Provide free ISBNs Yes
(But only in the US)

Yes
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METADATA SHEET WITH GUIDE

BASIC INFORMATION:
This is the main information which shows up on your book detail page. If your book is your baby, see this as your book’s ID
card.

Title: Full title of the book as you would like it to appear. Main title only. Do not include subtitles or
series info here unless you want that to appear as the first name of your book.

Subtitle: Not all retailers include this as the main data on the front page. (Optional.)

Language: The predominant language the book is written in

Series: Series title

Series number: The book’s number or placement in a series. If the series is not numbered, then leave blank

Edition name: Used for special editions or specific publisher editions, e.g. Fairy Loot editions for the books
included in their book boxes.

Edition No.: For titles previously published and are being republished with significant changes (not typo or
cover updates).

Format
This is the exact type of book being produced. The main
formats created and distributed on IS and KDP Select
include:

● eBook
● Kindle (only on Amazon, & no ISBN needed)
● Paperback
● Paperback w/duplex cover
● Case laminate
● Case laminate w/dust jacket
● Cloth style hardcover
● Audiobook

ISBN
The International Standard Book Number (ISBN) is a 13
(formerly 10) digit number used by publishers, booksellers
and libraries for ordering, listing and stock control
purposes.
See it as your book’s ID number.
Each format of a book has a unique number assigned to it
which identifies:

1. The publisher
2. The format
3. The specific edition

Of a title.

(Please note: There is no legal requirement in the UK or Republic of Ireland for an ISBN and it conveys no form of legal or
copyright protection. It is simply a product identification number. But if you wish to sell your publication through major
bookselling chains, or internet booksellers, they will require you to have an ISBN to assist their internal processing and
ordering systems.)
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AUTHORS & CONTRIBUTORS

Contributor #1:
Details of those who have played a part in creating the book. Oftentimes, the author(s) alone will be listed in this section.
Not all the information is necessary so share only what you’re willing to have out in the world. I have gone ahead and
filled this section out with details as an example.

Role: Author

Contributor First Name: C.

Contributor Middle Name: D.

Contributor Last Name: Bramble

Contributor Location

Country: United Kingdom

State/Province: England

City: Westminster

Contributor's Biography: Christina Dolores Bramble was born in a summer home on a summer morning, to
a winter-hearted woman who taught her that even the coldest of hearts could be
thawed with a happily-ever-after.
For this reason, Christina writes contemporary happy-ending romance stories from
her lovely home in London, inspired mainly by the passers-by which she pwatchs
from her balcony with her two cats, Grigo and Grogo as she lives out her very own
happily-ever-after with her stereotypical male-love-interest husband, John.

Contributor's Prior Work: Tower Bell
The Morning She Saw Him
Many Suns Rose That Night
Love Never Ends (The Messy Love Duology, book 1)
Love Never Dies (The Messy Love Duology, book 2)

Contributor's A�liations: If an author has any sponsors or affiliates of any kind, they would need to be listed
here.
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CATEGORIES
Where a book sits on the proverbial bookshelf of the digital store. It is important to get the correct information in this section
as this determines to a large extent who your book is marketed to and who is likely to see it.

Imprint: This is the publisher’s name. It should match up with the ISBN as the first three
digits (prefix) of an ISBN identify the book’s publisher.

Subject/Category/Genre: Fiction or Nonfiction, and the specific sub-genres like Fantasy or Young Adult
Fantasy/ Fairies, Dragons and Mythical creatures, etc.

Audience: Mainly determined by the reader’s age group.
Juvenile (Child: 0 - 12)
Young Adult (YA) (Child: 13 - 18)
New Adult (NA) (19 - 28)
Trade/General (Adult)

Regional Subject: This is the primary geographical location the work's information or story is about.

Thema Subject: These are subject category codes used by global retailers, bookstores, libraries,
publishers, etc. to describe a title's content for international discovery and sales.
Similar to BISAC, Thema is a classification scheme to identify the major categories
for a work, including genre(s), topic(s), and theme(s)

TITLE DESCRIPTION

Keywords:
Search keywords that describe
your book.  At least seven
keywords or phrases are needed to
help with the discovery of your
work.

Include terms and phrases that potential buyers may search for, such as:
● Important topics and themes (e.g. Mediterranean diet; coming of age)
● Important locations or time periods (e.g. Victorian era; Dark Ages)
● Story tone, similar writing style to another author or genre (e.g.

psychological thriller; verse novel; heart-warming romance)
● Character types and roles (e.g. female protagonist; immigrant kids; working

mom; Jewish family)
● Format or audience notes (e.g. colouring books; motivational books for

women).

Full Description: Descriptive copy appropriate for public display, used for marketing, discovery, and
sales purposes. This is your best chance to get people interested.
Oftentimes, Publishers include the book’s back copy text plus more.

Short Description: Most bestsellers can be summarised in one to two sentences. e.g.
Highschool girl falls in love with Vampire - Twilight
Girl falls in love with a rich dude who likes BDSM - Lol, if I have to tell you then
you live under a rock.
Hobbit leaves the shire on a quest with dwarves and a Wizard - The Hobbit

Review Quotes: Praise for the title and/or contributor(s). Usually, one can get endorsements from
other authors, raiders and/or well known reviewers
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Table of Contents: Insert Table of Contents

PRINT INFORMATION

Trim Size Refers to the size of the pages in a print book. It is the actual size of a book page after
excess material required in production has been cut off.
(This does not refer to the size of the cover, as hardcover books tend to have an extra
quarter inch or so due to them being made from cardboard or wood)

Interior Colour ● Black and white print
● Standard colour print
● Premium colour print

Paper type ● White
● Creme
● Eggshell (offered on IngramSpark)

Binding ● Paperback
● Paperback w/ duplex cover
● Hardcover (case laminate)
● Hardcover (case laminate) w/dust jacket

Cover Finish ● Laminate (gloss)
● Matte
● Textured (Digital cloth only, no dust jacket) - (Only available on IngramSpark)

Page Count The number of pages in the book (should be divisible by 2)
Some POD distributors have a min and max page count they will print. They also have
these specifications based on trim size and paper type.
For ingramSpark it’s generally between 18 and 840.
On KDP Select the minimum page count is 24 pages, and the maximum page count
depends on ink, paper, and trim size options.

Print ISBN This has been discussed extensively in the Basic Information section

PRINT PRICING

Market
This is what market
(country) you are
authorising the
platform to distribute
your book in on your
behalf.

Retail/Listing Price
This is the price your
book will be
distributed at. If
pricing is not
submitted for a
specific market, the
title will be
unavailable for sale
in that market.

Discount
The wholesale
discount you offer is
what the
distribution
partners and
wholesalers such as
Ingram receive for
selling your book and
is not the discount the

Return
Whether or not you
want any unsold
copies ordered by and
distributed to
retailers to be
returned or destroyed.
Retailers are less
likely to stock books
that are

Compensation
/Royalties

This is what you are
paid for each sale
made through the
distribution channels.
The compensation
amount shown is
based on a typical
retail sale using the
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booksellers or
consumers receive.
This varies in market
between 30% and
55%

non-returnable, but if
your books are set as
returnable or yes -
destroy, you pay for
the copies that are
returned or destroyed
and for the delivery if
they are not being
destroyed.

retail price you
entered for your book,
less any refunds.

United States $

United Kingdom £

European Union €

Canada $

Australia $

Global Connect
Global market
distribution on
IngramSpark

$

RELEASE DATES

Publication Date:
The date the book is/was published

On-Sale Date:
The date you want IS to start shipping your books out to
buyers
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METADATA SHEET

BASIC INFORMATION:

Title:

Subtitle:

Language:

Series:

Series number:

Edition name:

Edition No.:

Format ISBN

AUTHORS & CONTRIBUTORS (Include more where necessary)

Contributor #1:

Role: Author

Contributor First Name:

Contributor Middle Name:

Contributor Last Name:

Contributor Location

Country:

State/Province:
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City:

Contributor's Biography:

Contributor's Prior Work:

Contributor's A�liations:

Contributor #2:

Role:

Contributor First Name:

Contributor Middle Name:

Contributor Last Name:

Contributor Location

Country:

State/Province:

City:

Contributor's Biography:
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Contributor's Prior Work:

Contributor's A�liations:

CATEGORIES

Imprint:

Subject:

Audience:
Juvenile (Child: 0 - 12)
Young Adult (YA) (Child: 13 - 18)
Trade/General (Adult)

Regional Subject:

Thema Subject:

TITLE DESCRIPTION

Keywords:
At least seven search words or phrases
readers can use to discover your book.
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Full Description:

Short Description:

Review Quotes:
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PRINT INFORMATION

Trim Size

Interior Colour

Paper type

Binding

Cover Finish

Page Count

Print ISBN

PRINT PRICING

Market Retail Price
The price your book will
be distributed at.

Discount
For distribution partners
and wholesalers only

Return Compensation
/Royalties

What you are paid
for each sale made
through the
distribution channels.

United States $

United Kingdom £

European Union €

Canada $

Australia $

Global Connect
Global market
distribution on
IngramSpark

$

RELEASE DATES

Publication Date:
The date the book is/was published

On-Sale Date:
The date you want IS to start shipping your books out to buyers
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